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ABOUT THE COVERABOUT THE COVER

For the last 12 years, CARD-Business 
Development Services Foundation, Inc. 
(CARD-BDSFI) has been supporting 
marginalized women and their businesses 
through product development, market 
access, and business advisory. As a new 
era approaches and a new normal begins, 
we continue our mission to eradicate 
poverty armed with optimal resources 
that will help us achieve our ultimate goal. 
This 2020, we chose a new path paved 

LORNA aTIENZA
Client

with innovations that had proven to be 
effective in our journey to digitalization.

Our cover embraces the technology-
driven initiatives of CARD-BDSFI and 
addresses the challenges of the pandemic 
by utilizing key digital strategies to deliver 
various essential products and services to 
our clients. 

The cover features Lorna Atienza, 62 years 
old, a former president of CARD MBA, as 
she holds one of the most important tools 
CARD-BDSFI has devised in educating 
more people about the institution’s special 
initiatives, particularly organic farming, 
Agri Training. The cover entails that there 
are no limitations to acquiring knowledge 
in agriculture that our clients, especially 
our farmers, may utilize. Be they young or 
old, our clients and non-clients can benefit 
from our webinars on urban gardening. 
Meanwhile, the icons that emanate from 
the mobile device symbolize the digital 
communities that we have built to bridge 
the gaps in communication and encourage 
a collaborative approach between the 
mutually reinforcing institutions. 
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CARD-BDSFI Inc. is committed to build a professional and 
sustainable Business Development Service (BDS) that can 
respond to the needs of CARD micro-entrepreneur clients in 
promoting, developing, expanding their business activities 
and improve quality of life.

VISION

mission

To become CARD MRI’s main vehicle in 
integrating its micro entrepreneur clients 
into the mainstream economy while being 
socially-responsible citizens by providing 
for their holistic range of business and social 
service needs.
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Chairperson

Collaboration and 
Innovation

W  ith the COVID-19 
pandemic taking the 
Philippines by storm, 
the socio-economically 
challenged families we 

serve face a graver difficulty and a 
threat to their livelihood than ever 
before. These Filipino families are 
also clients of CARD MRI who 
need our assistance when it comes 
to developing and marketing their 
products, as well as training them to 
be competitive product developers to 
make their products more viable for 
the market. 

By investing in digital innovations that 
will help us and our clients to continue 
expanding our knowledge and 
business activities, we have come up 
with a way to reach our clients even at 
a time like this. We make sure that no 
adversity will hinder us from serving 
our clients, just as our partners at 
CARD did not let the pandemic stop 
them in our overarching mission to 
eradicate poverty. 

We continue to collaborate with our 
partners in and outside CARD MRI 
such as our CARD Banking Group, 
CARD-MRI Development Institute 
(CMDI), and other enterprises to 
effectively help our clients comply 
with various regulatory agencies and 
to develop strategies to continue our 
capacity building services for them.

What’s more, we also developed 
online demo farm videos that tackle 
urban farming and organic fertilizers 
among others. We believe that 
this will help us achieve our goal of 
training our CARD client farmers 
to improve their production and 

mR. aristeo a. dequito

Message from the Chairperson
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We extend our social 
duty by providing 
services that cater 
to CARD clients and 
the community in a 
time where we are 
needed the most. 

profitability without increasing the 
risk of contracting the virus with face-
to-face interactions. Aside from this, 
the knowledge that we send in the 
digital space, provides us a platform 
to inform more people of our services, 
especially on how we can help them 
develop their businesses. 

Indeed, through collaboration and 
innovation, there is hope as we move 
forward. A decade from now, we will 
ensure that we have taken a leap to 
reach our goals, not only to increase 
our clients’ profitability, but also to 
generate more jobs to sustain them 
in the future. 

With the guidance of our core values, 
our ability to relate to our clients, and 
our capacity to adapt to the changing 
times, we are optimistic that these 
will propel us forward to further help 
CARD MRI clients and their family to 
break free from poverty. 
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President and CEO

Achieving good growth 
through innovation

T here were no such words to 
describe 2020. It has been 
the toughest year like no other. 
We are in the midst of a global 
health pandemic crisis that 

has impacted millions of individuals 
and families, cost death to hundreds 
of thousands, and caused a lot of 
challenges to the economy.

As we look back amid this challenging 
time, CARD-Business Development 
Services Foundation, Inc. (CARD- 
BDSFI) remained standing and 
achieved good growth by investing 
into innovation. 

As we face this challenging time, we 
remain strong because of our core 
values that every person who works 
behind embodies. These values are 
relevant to guide everyone to the 
challenges brought by the health crisis. 
We continue to provide the needs of 
our clients and focus on our mission 
of lifting their lives out of poverty. We 
realized that our clients also need our 
non-financial support in these trying 
times. With the existing strategies, 
programs, and services that we have, 
we are fueled to boost our services to 
enable us to serve more clients and 
widen our communities. 

Assisting families despite the 
pandemic 
As an institution that is committed 
to provide business development 
services to clients nationwide, we 
decided to increment our existing 
strategy of providing Food and 
Drugs Authority (FDA) and Barangay 
Micro Business Enterprise (BMBE) 
registration assistance for Bank 
compliance of our micro-clients. By 
doing so, we add the use of JICA 
Funding for technology to improve the 
value chain facilitation and shift from 

mR. julius adrian r. alip

Message from the President and CEO
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As we face this 
challenging time, 
we remain strong 
because of our core 
values that every 
person who works 
behind embodies.

face-to-face into online demo farm 
video training in collaboration with 
CARD-MRI Development Institute 
(CMDI). 

Despite the continuous threat of 
COVID-19, our major clients have 
received innovative business and 
marketing interventions to cope 
with the current situation. Some 
had embraced the use of tablets or 
cellphones as their tool for managing 
and facilitating their businesses as a 
means to survive. A total of 50,756 
direct and indirect clients have 
benefitted from our services such 
as product development, market 
access, and business advisory. Also, 
these clients were assisted through 
CARD-BDSFI core activities, equity 
investments, and partnerships. 

The Online Agri Training through 
Demo farm is one effective strategy 
to reach our clients nationwide. With 
the use of new technology, they 
learned new, advanced, and efficient 
ways of continuing their business 
despite hindrances. Even though 
many of our clients are not engaging 
in the digital platform, they leave with 
good impression when we offer them 
these kinds of strategies. They have 
this good mindset of learning new 
enhancements for them to grow. 

We are overwhelmed as they show 
their interest in trying these kinds 
of advancements. Since we are 
in the middle of a pandemic, and 
there are a lot of safety protocols 
that were implemented and strictly 
needed to be followed, this online 
Agri Training would prevent them 
from being infected by the virus. 
With the limited face-to-face and 
physical communication, it could help 
maximize their time as well. 
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Keeping our foot on track 
Many companies have lost millions 
of profits that led to so many 
establishments to shut down, but 
CARD-BDSFI kept its foot on track 
and delivered wiser and improved 
services to clients. 

We obtained surplus that is higher 
than we expected. It shows that with 
the strong and effective strategy that 
we have, we were able to address 
and meet the needs of our clients. The 
institution is on its path to achieving 
thousands and gaining a wider 
community to serve. We are grateful 
that we came up with new strategies 
to cope with the challenges brought 
by the pandemic. 

We would also like to highlight the 
successful partnerships that we have 
built with different enterprises that 
benefit CARD clients. 

Pushing for innovations 
The COVID-19 pandemic has brought 
so many realizations. Many consider 
this as the end of the road, but for us in 
CARD-BDSFI, it opened a wide door 
for us to look for good opportunities. 

For eight years of discovering new 
technologies to help our clients 
innovate, these situations helped us 
to boost our efforts in investing into 
innovations. 

We are happy that CARD-BDSFI 
was approved with a PhP1,000,000 
funding from JICA. With this, we 
could further improve our innovative 
services and would reach the 
economically-challenged families with 
skills and talents to create world-class 
products. 

With our commitment and passion, we 
will continue to link these communities 
to a wider and bigger network of 
partners for us to help them market 
their products and produce.
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Institutional Partnership

CORDAID
CODESPA

Micro Venture Foundation
AKABA

Bambuhay
Anthill

 San Roque Market,
SUKI Market

JICA
ElarZ

ADB Energy for All
Hybrid Solutions
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management committee

Mr. julius adrian r. ALIP
President and CEO

mr. Vladimer D. Sanchez
Operations Director

Ms. ma. rodessa r. burgos
Deputy Director for Admin and Finance
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board of directors

mr. aristeo a. dequito
Chairperson

Mr. julius adrian r. ALIP
President

Ms. Lorenza dT. Bañez
Director

Ms. Flordeliza L. Sarmiento
Director

Mr. Julio Jose F. Banzon
Director

Mr. Eugenio M. Gonzales
Director

Mr. Frederick Nicasio M. Torres
Director

Mr. Allan Rey L. Sarmiento
Director
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CARD-BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT SERVICE FOUNDATION, INC.
(A Non-Stock, Non-Profit Organization)

Notes  2019 

CURRENT ASSETS
Cash 3, 5 P 6,701,951 P 8,727,281
Short-term investments 3, 6 7,215,222 6,978,918
Receivables 3, 7 8,588,284 11,217,242
Other current assets 3, 8 399,099 644,801

Total Current Assets 22,904,556 27,568,242

NONCURRENT ASSETS
Available-for-sale investments 3, 9 8,075,090 8,075,090
Investments in a subsidiary and associates 3, 10 47,905,174 49,617,229
Property and equipment - net 3, 11 3,625,672 4,065,346
Investment property 3 4,800,000 4,800,000
Retirement asset 3, 13 2,476,965 1,911,457
Other noncurrent assets 3, 8 27,160 12,196

Total Noncurrent Assets 66,910,061 68,481,318

TOTAL ASSETS P 89,814,617 P 96,049,560

CURRENT LIABILITIES
Accounts payable and accrued expenses 3, 12 P 2,813,032 P 3,933,668

Total Current Liabilities 2,813,032 3,933,668

FUND BALANCE 3 87,001,585 92,115,892

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE P 89,814,617 P 96,049,560

See accompanying Notes to Financial Statements.

STATEMENT OF ASSETS, LIABILITIES, AND FUND BALANCE

ASSETS

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE

As of December 31
2020
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CARD-BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT SERVICE FOUNDATION, INC.
(A Non-Stock, Non-Profit Organization)
STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES

Notes 2019

REVENUES 3, 14 P 1,379,870 P 5,947,764

PROGRAM EXPENSES 3, 15 9,319,302 11,411,589
GROSS INCOME (7,939,432) (5,463,825)

OPERATING EXPENSES 3, 15 3,624,170 4,437,840
LOSS FROM OPERATIONS (11,563,602) (9,901,665)

OTHER INCOME (CHARGES) - NET 3, 16 907,429 900,096
DEFICIENCY OF REVENUES OVER EXPENSES

BEFORE SHARE IN TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE 
LOSS OF ASSOCIATES (10,656,173) (9,001,569)

SHARE IN TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE 
INCOME OF ASSOCIATES - NET 3, 10 5,604,970 15,804,244

EXCESS (DEFICIENCY) OF REVENUES OVER
EXPENSES BEFORE INCOME TAX (5,051,203) 6,802,675

PROVISION FOR INCOME TAX 3, 18 63,104 70,444

EXCESS (DEFICIENCY) OF REVENUES
OVER EXPENSES P (5,114,307) P 6,732,231

See accompanying Notes to Financial Statements.

For the Years Ended December 31
2020
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CARD-BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT SERVICE FOUNDATION, INC.
(A Non-Stock, Non-Profit Organization)
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE

2019

FUND BALANCE 3
Balance at beginning of year P 92,115,892 P 85,383,661       
Excess (deficiency) of revenues over expenses (5,114,307)   6,732,231         

Balance at end of year P 87,001,585 P 92,115,892       

As of December 31

See accompanying Notes to Financial Statements.

Note 2020
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CARD-BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT SERVICE FOUNDATION, INC.
(A Non-Stock, Non-Profit Organization)
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS

2019

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Excess (deficiency) of revenues 

over expenses before income tax P (5,051,203)         P 6,802,675          
Adjustment for: 

Share in net income of associates 10 (5,604,970)         (15,804,244)       
Dividend income 10 (1,379,870)         (947,764)            
Depreciation 11, 15 737,178             695,797             
Interest income on deposits 16 (339,265)            (352,222)            
Retirement expense (income) 16 74,925               (27,735)              
Remeasurement gain on retirement plan 13 (640,433)            (275,179)            

Operating loss before working capital changes (12,203,638)       (9,908,672)         
Decrease (increase) in:

Receivables 7 2,628,958          (1,625,893)         
Other current assets 8 245,702             (164,909)            

Decrease in:
Accounts payable and accrued expenses 12 (1,120,636)         (530,416)            

Net cash flow used in operations (10,449,614)       (12,229,890)       
Dividend received 10 8,879,845          15,647,715        
Interest received 16 339,265             352,222             
Income tax paid 18 (63,104)              (70,444)              
Net cash flow provided by (used in) operating activities (1,293,608)         3,699,603          

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Decrease on short-term investments 6 (236,304)            (252,370)            
(Increase) decrease on other noncurrent assets 8 (14,964)              53,804               
Acquisitions of:

Investment in associates 10 (182,950)            -                     
Property and equipment 11 (297,504)            (295,613)            
Available-for-sale investments 9 -                     (299,990)            

Net cash flow used in investing activities (731,722)            (794,169)            

NET INCREASE (DECREASE) IN CASH (2,025,330)         2,905,433          
CASH AT BEGINNING OF THE YEAR 5 8,727,281          5,821,848          
CASH AT END OF THE YEAR P 6,701,951          P 8,727,281          

For the Years Ended December 31
Notes 2020

See accompanying Notes to Financial Statements.
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CARD-BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT SERVICE FOUNDATION, INC.
(A Non-Stock, Non-Profit Organization)

1.

The Foundation’s principal office is located at 20 M.L. Quezon Street, City Subdivision, San Pablo City,
Laguna.

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
As of and for the years ended December 31, 2020 and 2019

CARD-Business Development Service Foundation, Inc. (the Foundation) is a non-stock, non-profit
organization incorporated and registered with the Philippine Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
on January 11, 2008. The Foundation is a member of the Center for Agriculture and Rural Development -
Mutually Reinforcing Institutions (CARD-MRI) Group and was organized primarily to become CARD-MRI's
main vehicle in integrating its micro-entrepreneur clients into the mainstream economy while being
socially-responsible citizens by providing for their holistic range of business and social service needs.

Corporate Information

The Foundation also aims to build a professional and sustainable business development service that can
respond to the needs of CARD-MRI micro-entrepreneur clients in promoting, developing and expanding
their business activities, and improving their quality of life. These activities include operating as an agent
to market the member's products and assisting its members in assessing project feasibilities.

As a non-stock, non-profit organization operating for the promotion of social welfare, the Foundation falls
under Section 30 (e) of the National Internal Revenue Code, as amended by Republic Act No. 8424,
under which income from activities in pursuit of which the Foundation was organized, is generally exempt
from tax. But income form its properties, real or personal, or from any activity conducted for profit is
subject to income tax.

COVID-19 Impacts and Subsequent Events

Since December 31, 2019 to December 31, 2020, the spread of COVID-19 has severely impacted many
economies around the globe. In many countries, businesses were forced to cease or limit operations for
long or indefinite periods of time. Measures taken to contain the spread of the virus, including travel bans,
quarantines, social distancing, and closures of non-essential services have triggered significant
disruptions to businesses worldwide, resulting in an economic slowdown. Global stock markets have also
experienced great volatility and a significant weakening. Governments and central banks have responded
with monetary and fiscal interventions to stabilize economic conditions. In the Philippines, varying
quarantine measures were implemented beginning on March 17, 2020.

The Foundation’s management has assessed and addressed the impacts of COVID-19. As at December
31, 2020, all COVID-19 determinable impacts on the Foundation’s 2020 financial statements that are
adjusting events have been adjusted. Other determinable subsequent events that were not adjusting
events have been disclosed as needed.

The Foundation was not severely impacted by COVID-19. Its services continued to be delivered.
The Foundation received donations in 2020 which helped in its funding and liquidity requirements for its
operations.

Uncertainties due to COVID-19 still exist as the pandemic continues. It has or may have impacts that are
not determinable at this time, hence, are not reflected in the financial statements. Even so,
management confirms the validity of the going concern assumption for the Foundation.
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2.

3.

However, in 2020, the Foundation lost its control over its Subsidiary and ceased to be a parent company
in 2020, from being one in 2019. The Foundation's total assets or total liabilites did not meet the SEC
requirement for PFRS for SMEs hence will transition in 2021 from PFRS for SMEs to PFRS for SEs.

The financial statements of the Foundation have been prepared in accordance with the Philippine
Financial Reporting Standards for Small and Medium-sized Entities (PFRS for SMEs) as approved by the
Financial Reporting Standards Council, Board of Accountancy and Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC).

Financial Reporting Framework

In March 2018, the Philippine SEC mandated the use of Philippine Financial Reporting Standards for
Small Entities (PFRS for SEs) starting January 1, 2019 for companies with total assets or total liabilities of
between Three Million Pesos (P3,000,000) to One Hundred Million Pesos (P100,000,000). 

Basic Financial Instruments
The Foundation's basic financial assets and liabilities are measured initially at transaction price (including
transaction costs).

Financial Instruments
The Foundation classifies its financial instruments as either basic financial instruments or other financial
instruments. Financial instruments are recognized only when the Foundation becomes a party to the
contractual provisions of the contract.

The significant accounting policies that have been used in the preparation of these financial statements
are summarized below. These policies have been consistently applied to all the years presented, unless
otherwise stated.

Basis of Preparation
These financial statements have been prepared on the historical cost basis unless otherwise indicated.

Functional and Presentation Currency

On its own, the Foundation may be seen as needing to use the PFRS for SEs as mandated by the SEC.
However, the SEC requires that the thresholds for deciding on the financial reporting framework to use be
based on the consolidated total assets or total liabilities of the Foundation and its Subsidiaries. The
consolidated total assets of the Foundation and its Subsidiary exceeded the PFRS for SEs' threshold for
total assets or total liabilities. Hence, in accordance with the said SEC requirement, the Foundation
availed of the exemption from applying the PFRS for SEs and continued to apply the PFRS for SMEs in
2019 (as it did in 2018).

These financial statements are presented in Philippine Peso, the currency of the primary economic
environment in which the Foundation operates. All amounts are rounded to the nearest peso, except when 
otherwise indicated.

Summary of Significant Accounting Policies

Statement of Compliance

As at December 31, 2019, the Foundation has determined that the COVID-19 events were non-adjusting
subsequent events. Accordingly, the Foundation's financial position and results of operations as of and for
the year ended December 31, 2019 have not been adjusted to reflect their impact.
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●
●

●

Basic Financial Instruments measured at lower of cost or fair value

At the end of each reporting period, the Foundation assess whether there is objective evidence of
impairment of any financial assets that are measured at cost or amortized cost. If there is objective
evidence of impairment, the Foundation recognize an impairment loss in profit or loss immediately.

Objective evidence that a financial asset or group of assets is impaired includes observable data that
come to the attention of the Foundation about the following loss events:

A breach of contract by the debtor, such as default or delinquency in interest or principal payments;

Under the effective interest method, the amortized cost of a financial asset (liability) is the present value of
future cash receipts (payments) discounted at the effective interest rate; and the interest expense
(income) in a period equals the carrying amount of the financial liability (asset) at the beginning of a period
multiplied by the effective interest rate for the period.

Basic Financial Instruments measured at undiscounted amount
Short term debt instruments are measured at undiscounted amount of the cash or other consideration
expected to be paid or received (i.e. net of impairment).

Cash is included in this category.

The effective interest method is a method is calculation the amortized cost of a financial asset or a
financial liability (or a group of financial assets or financial liabilities) and of allocating the interest income
or interest expense over the relevant period. The effective interest rate is the rate that exactly discounts
estimated future cash payments or receipts through the expected life of the financial instrument or, when
appropriate, a shorter period, to the carrying amount of the financial asset or financial liability. The
effective interest rate is determined on the basis of the carrying amount of the financial asset or liability at
initial recognition.

Impairment of Financial Assets Measured at Cost or Amortized Cost

For an instrument measured at cost less impairment, the impairment loss is the difference between the
asset's carrying amount and the best estimate of the amount that the entity would receive for the asset if it
were to be sold at the reporting date.

The Foundation has no basic financial instruments measured at lower or cost or fair value at the end of
each reporting period.

The Foundation, for economic or legal reasons relating to the debtor's financial difficulty, granting the
debtor a concession that the Foundation would not otherwise consider; or

For an instrument measured at amortized cost, the impairment loss is the difference between the asset's
carrying amount and the present value of estimated cash flows discounted at the asset's original effective
interest rate. If such a financial instrument has a variable interest rate, the discount rate for measuring any
impairment loss is the current effective interest rate determined under the contract.

Basic Financial Instruments at amortized cost
The amortized cost of a financial instrument at the end of each reporting period is computed as the net of
the amount at which the financial instrument is measured at initial recognition, minus any repayments of
the principal, plus or minus the cumulative amortization using the effective interest method of any
difference between the amount at initial recognition and the maturity amount, minus, in the case of a
financial asset, any reduction (directly or through the use of an allowance account) for impairment or
uncollectibility.

Effective Interest Method

Significant financial difficulty of the debtor or the issuer or it has become probable that the debtor or the
issuer will enter bankruptcy or other financial reorganization.
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Prepayments represent expenses not yet incurred but already paid in cash. Prepayments are initially
recorded as assets and measured at the amount of cash paid. Subsequently, these are charged to profit
or loss as they are consumed in operations or expire with the passage of time.

Investment in a Subsidiary
Investment in a subsidiary is accounted for under the cost method of accounting.

Derecognition of financial assets
The Foundation derecognizes a financial asset when the contractual rights to the cash flows from the
asset expire or are settled, or when it transfers the financial asset and substantially all of the risks and
rewards of ownership of the financial asset to another entity.

Derecognition of financial liabilities
The Foundation derecognizes a financial liability (or a part of a financial liability) only when it is
extinguished or when the obligation specified in the contract is discharged, is cancelled or has expired.

Prepayments and Other Current Assets

Other current assets represent assets of the Foundation which are expected to be realized or consumed
within one year or within the Foundation's normal operating cycle whichever is longer. Other current
assets are presented in the financial position at cost.

A subsidiary is an entity that is controlled by the Foundation. Control is the power to govern the financial
and operating policies of an entity so as to obtain benefits from its activities.

Under the equity method, an investment in associate is carried in the statement of assets, liabilities and
fund balance at cost plus post-acquisition changes in the Foundation’s share in the net assets of the
associate. The Foundation’s share in an associate’s post-acquisition earnings and other comprehensive
income (OCI) are recognized in statement of revenues and expenses. Distributions received from an
associate reduce the carrying amount of the investment. If the Foundation’s share of losses of an
associate equals or exceeds the carrying amount of its investment in the associates, the Foundation
discontinues recognizing its share of further losses. After the Foundation’s interest is reduced to zero, the
Foundation shall recognize additional losses by a provision only to the extent that the Foundation has
incurred legal or constructive obligations or has made payment on behalf of the associate. If the associate
subsequently reports profits, the Foundation shall resume recognizing its share of those profits only after
its share of the profits equals the share of losses not recognized.

Investment in Associates

If, in a subsequent period, the amount of an impairment loss decreases and the decrease can be related
objectively to an event occurring after the impairment was recognized, the Foundation reverses the
previously recognized impairment loss either directly or adjusting the allowance account. The reversal
shall not result in a carrying amount of the financial asset (net of allowance account) that exceeds what
the carrying amount would have been had the impairment not previously recognized. The Foundation
recognizes the amount of reversal in profit or loss immediately.

Any difference between the carrying amount of the financial liability (or any part of financial liability)
extinguished or transferred to another party and the consideration paid, including any non-cash assets
transferred or liabilities assumed are recognized in profit or loss.

Associates are entities over which the Foundation has significant influence but not control, generally
accompanying a shareholding of between 20% and 50% of the voting rights. Investments in associates
are accounted for under the equity method of accounting.

CARD-BDSFI Annual Report 202028
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Subsequent to initial recognition, investment properties are carried at cost less accumulated depreciation
(for depreciable investment properties) and any impairment in value.

Investment properties are derecognized when they have either been disposed of or when the investment
property is permanently withdrawn from use and no future benefit is expected from its disposal. Any gains
or losses on the retirement or disposal of an investment property are recognized in the statement of
revenues and expenses under ‘Gain on sale of investment properties’ in the year of retirement or disposal.

Expenditures incurred after the investment properties have been put into operations, such as repairs and
maintenance costs, are normally charged against revenue in the period in which the costs are incurred.

Transfers are made to investment properties when, and only when, there is a change in use evidenced by
ending of owner occupation or commencement of an operating lease to another party. Transfers are made
from investment properties when, and only when, there is a change in use evidenced by commencement
of owner occupation or commencement of development with a view to sale.

Investment Property
Investment properties are measured initially at cost, including transaction costs. An investment property
acquired through an exchange transaction is measured at fair value of the asset acquired unless the fair
value of such asset cannot be reliably measured in which case the investment property acquired is
measured at the carrying amount of the asset given up.

A subsidiary is consolidated from the date on which control is transferred to the Foundation and will cease
to be consolidated from the date on which control is transferred out of the Foundation.

d. power to cast the majority of votes at meetings of the board of directors or equivalent governing body
and control of the entity is by that board or body.

c. power to appoint or remove the majority of the members of the board of directors or equivalent
governing body and control of the entity is by that board or body; or

Property and equipment are tangible assets that are held for use in the supply or services and for
administrative purposes, and are expected to be used during more than one period.

All significant intra-group balances, transactions, income and expenses and profits and losses resulting
from intra-group transactions are eliminated in full in the consolidation.

The results of operations of the subsidiary acquired or disposed of during the year are included in the
statement of revenues and expenses from the date of acquisition or up to the date of disposal, as
appropriate.

When the Foundation ceases to control a subsidiary, the difference between the proceeds from the
disposal of the subsidiary and its carrying amount as at the date of disposal, is recognized in the
statement of revenues and expenses as gain or loss on the disposal of the subsidiary. If the Foundation
continues to hold an investment in the entity, it is accounted for as a financial asset, associate or jointly
controlled entity depending on the nature of the investment. The carrying amount of the investment at the
date it ceases to be a subsidiary is the cost on initial measurement as a financial asset, associate or
jointly controlled entity.

a. power over more than half of the voting rights by virtue of an agreement with other investors;

Control is presumed to exist when the Foundation owns, directly or indirectly through the subsidiary more
than half of the voting power of an entity. That presumption may be overcome in exceptional
circumstances if it can be clearly demonstrated that such ownership does not constitute control. Control
exists when the Foundation owns half or less of the voting power of an entity but it has:

Property and Equipment

b. power to govern the financial and operating policies of the entity under a statute or an agreement;
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Revenue is recognized to the extent that it is probable that the economic benefits will flow to the
Foundation and the revenue can be measured reliably. Revenue is measured at the fair value of the
consideration received or receivable and represents amounts receivable for services provided in the
normal course of business.

Provisions are recognized only when the Foundation has an obligation as a result of a past event; it is
probable that the Foundation will be required to transfer economic benefits in settlement; and the amount
of obligation can estimated reliably.

This comprises of accumulated excess of revenues over expenses.

Provisions are recognized initially at the best estimate of the amount required to settle the obligation.
Subsequently, the Foundation charged to the provision only those expenditures for which the provision
was originally recognized.

Items of property and equipment are initially measure at cost. Such cost includes purchase price and all
incidental costs necessary to bring the asset to its location and condition. Subsequent to initial
recognition, items of property and equipment are measured in the statement of assets, liabilities and fund
balance at cost less accumulated depreciation and any accumulated impairment losses. Depreciation,
which is computed on a straight-line basis, is recognized so as to allocate the cost of assets less their
residual values over their estimated useful lives.

If an impairment indicator no longer exists or the recoverable amount has increased subsequently, the
Foundation will determine the amount of impairment loss that can be reversed to the extent that the
reversal should not result in a carrying amount of the asset that is higher had no impairment loss was
recognized in the prior years.

If there is an indication that there has been a significant change in useful life or residual value of an asset,
the depreciation of that asset is revised prospectively to reflect the new expectations.

Impairment of Non-Financial Assets

Contingent Assets and Liabilities

Fund Balance

Contingent assets and liabilities are not recognized in the statement of assets, liabilities and fund balance.

Revenue Recognition

Provisions

When assets are sold, retired or otherwise disposed of, their cost and related accumulated depreciation
and amortization and impairment losses, if any, are removed from the accounts and any resulting gain or
loss is reflected in profit or loss for the period.

Provisions and Contingencies

Non-financial assets are assessed at each reporting date to determine whether there is any indication that
the assets are impaired. When an impairment indicated is identified, the carrying value of the asset is
tested for impairment. An impairment loss is recognized for the amount by which the asset's carrying
amount exceeds its recoverable amount. The recoverable amount is the higher of an asset's fair value
less costs to sell and value in use. If the recoverable amount cannot be estimated for an individual asset,
the Foundation estimate the recoverable amount of the cash-generating unit to which the asset belongs. A
cash-generating unit is the smallest identifiable group of assets that generates cash inflows that are
independent of the cash flows from other asses within the Foundation.
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Dividends

Leases
Payments made under operating leases (net of any incentive received from the lessor) are charged to
profit or loss on a straight-line basis over the period of the lease.

Interest income on deposits in banks is recognized as interest accrues, taking into account the effective
yield of the asset.

Expenses
Expenses are recognized in profit or loss when decrease in future economic benefit related to a decrease
in an asset or an increase in a lability has arisen that can be measured reliably. Expenses are recognized
in profit or loss: on the basis of systematic and rational allocation procedures when economic benefits are
expected to arise over several accounting periods and the Foundation between the costs incurred and the
earning of specific items of income; on the basis of systematic and rational allocation procedures when
economic benefits are expected to arise over several accounting periods and the Foundation with income
can only be broadly or indirectly determined; or immediately when an expenditure produces no future
economic benefits or when, and to the extent that, future economic benefits do no qualify, or cease to
qualify, for recognition in the statement of assets, liabilities and fund balance as an asset.

Program Sponsorships

Dividend income is recognized when the Foundation’s right to receive payment is established.

Related parties include members of key management personnel, including directors and officers of the
Foundation and their close family members, and companies associated with these individuals. In
considering each possible related entity relationship, attention is directed to the substance of the
relationship and not merely the legal form.

Transactions in foreign currencies are translated into Philippine peso at exchange rates which
approximate those prevailing on transaction dates. Monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign
currencies are restated at the closing exchange rate prevailing as of reporting date. Exchange gains and
losses arising from the settlement and restatement of foreign currency denominated monetary assets and
liabilities are recognized in the statement of revenues and expenses.

Related Parties

Foreign Currency Transactions

Parties are considered to be related if one party has the ability to, directly or indirectly, control or exercise
significant influence over the other party in making financial and operating decisions. Parties are also
considered to be related if they are subject common control or common significant influence.

Other income
Other income is recognized only when cash is received.

Interest income

Program sponsorships are recognized when there is a reasonable assurance that the Group will comply
with the conditions attached to them, and that these program sponsorships will be received. Program
sponsorships received for a specific purpose or with condition are initially recognized as a liability shown
as ‘Funds held-in-trust’ under ‘Accounts payable and accrued expenses’ in the statement of assets,
liabilities and fund balance, otherwise they are recorded under ‘Revenues' in the statement of revenues
and expenses.
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4.

Management makes judgment in the process of applying the Group's accounting policies. Judgment that
has significant effect on the reported amounts in the financial statements is discussed below:

4.2 Estimates
The key sources of estimation are uncertainties at the reporting date that have a significant risk of causing
material adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next financial year are
discussed below.

The carrying values of the Available-for-sale investments at cost and allowance for impairment losses
as of December 31, 2020 and 2019 are disclosed in Note 9.

The carrying value of the receivables as of December 31, 2020 and 2019, is disclosed in Note 7.
Details of allowance for credit losses of the Foundation's receivables are disclosed in Note 7.

4.2.2 Impairment of Available-for-sale investments
The Foundation assesses impairment on all of its equity instruments regardless of significance.
Impairment of such assets requires estimation since the Foundation will approximate the amount that it
would receive for the asset had it been sold at the reporting date.

Estimates and judgments are continually evaluated. They are based on historical experience and other
factors, including expectations of future.

4.1.1 Assessment of de facto control

4.1 Judgments in Applying the Entity's Accounting Policies

The determination of control over another entity, other than the rebuttable presumption of ownership of
more than half of the voting power requires significant judgment. In making judgment, the Foundation
evaluates existence of control based on Policy on Basis of Consolidation.

4.2.1 Credit losses on receivables

Information About Key Sources of Estimation Uncertainty and Judgments

In 2020 and 2019, the Foundation's ownership on the Subsidiary is 44%. The Foundation assessed
that it retains control of MLNI as voting rights of individual owners holding 55% ownership interest in
MLNI were assigned to the Foundation.

Events after the reporting date that provide additional information about conditions existing at period end
(adjusting events) are recognized in the financial statements. Events after the reporting date that provide
additional information about conditions existing after period end (non-adjusting events) are disclosed in
the notes to the financial statements.

Events after the Reporting Date

The Foundation reviews its receivables to assess impairment annually. In determining whether an
impairment loss should be recorded, the Foundation makes judgments as to whether there is any
observable data indicating that there is a measurable decrease in the estimated future cash flows from
a portfolio of loans before the decrease can be identified with an individual loan in that portfolio. This
evidence may include observable data indicating that there has been an adverse change in the
payment status of individual customer or group of customers, or national or local economic conditions
that correlate with defaults on the receivables.
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5.

 2020  2019 
P        6,681,851 P       8,707,181 

            20,100            20,100 
P        6,701,951 P       8,727,281 

6.

7.

 2020  2019 
P        4,453,289 P       5,267,453 

            83,007            58,358 
       4,409,063       6,248,506 
       8,945,359     11,574,317 
          357,075          357,075 

P        8,588,284 P     11,217,242 

Others include receivables from suppliers used for the development of their products and businesses.

The expected rate of return on plan assets was based on the market prices prevailing on the date
applicable to the period over which obligation are to be settled.

4.2.3 Present value of retirement obligation

Cash in banks consist of current and savings accounts that earn annual interest rates ranging from 1.25%
to 1.00% in 2020 and 2019. Interest income earned is disclosed in Note 16.

The assumed discount rates were determined using the market yields on Philippine government bonds
with terms consistent with the expected employee benefit payout as of reporting dates.

Cash in banks
Cash on hand

Cash

The cost of defined retirement plan and other post-employment benefits is determined using actuarial
valuations. The actuarial valuation involves making assumptions about discount rates, expected rates
of return on plan assets, future salary increases, mortality rates and future pension increases. Due to
the complexity of the valuation, the underlying assumptions and long-term nature of these plans, such
estimates are subject to significant uncertainty. All assumptions are reviewed at each reporting date.

This account consists of:

Trade receivables pertain to transactions that arise from ordinary course of business and are non-interest
bearing and generally collectible on 30-day period.

Others

The present value of the retirement asset and fair value of pan assets are disclosed in Note 13.

Short-term Investments

Receivable from employees

Receivables

Due from related parties

This account pertains to placements with affiliate banks which bear annual interest rates ranging from
2.00% to 2.50% and terms ranging from 181 to 365 days. As of December 31, 2020 and 2019, the short-
term investments amounted to P7,215,222 and P6,978,918, respectively.

This account consists of:

Less: allowance for credit losses
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8.

 2020  2019 

P           128,311 P          560,908 
          231,946            45,051 
            38,842            38,842 
          399,099          644,801 

            27,160            12,196 
            27,160            12,196 

P           426,259 P          656,997 

9.

 2020  2019 
P        5,000,000 P       5,000,000 

       4,500,000       4,500,000 

1.30% shares owned        2,066,600       2,066,600 

2.02% shares owned        1,008,500       1,008,500 

19.99% shares owned           399,990          399,990 

19.99% shares owned           100,000          100,000 
     13,075,090     13,075,090 
       5,000,000       5,000,000 

P        8,075,090 P       8,075,090 

Dividends received from available-for-sale investments amounted to P1,379,870 and P947,764 in 2020
and 2019, respectively

Less: allowance for impairment losses

CARD MRI Information Technology, Inc. (CMIT),

Other assets

 Available-for-sale Investments

The details of this account follow:

Rags2Riches (R2R)
BotiCARD, Inc., 9.48% shares owned

CARD MRI Hijos Tours, Inc. (CMHT),

CARD MRI Publishing House, Inc. (CMPuH),

Current:

Other Assets

This account consists of:

Prepaid expenses - current portion
Refundable deposits

Noncurrent:
Prepaid expenses - noncurrent portion

CARD MRI Insurance Agency (CAMIA).
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10.

 2020  2019 

P                     -   P       2,032,950 

     25,642,400     25,642,400 

       2,215,900                    -   

       1,786,105       1,786,105 
     29,644,405     29,461,455 

     21,941,879     20,837,586 
       5,604,970     15,804,244 
      (7,499,975)    (14,699,951)
     20,046,874     21,941,879 
     49,691,279     51,403,334 
       1,786,105       1,786,105 

P      47,905,174 P     49,617,229 

MLNI

Less: allowance for impairment losses

MLNI was registered with the SEC on May 8, 2014. The main purpose of MLNI is to engage in
manufacturing, selling, advertising, promoting, consolidation, and trading of products of the members and
clients of CARD-MRI Group. The Foundation has an ownership interest in MLNI of 44% in 2020 and 2019.

Balance at beginning of year

Acquisition cost
Subsidiary:

Mga Likha Ni Inay, Inc. (MLNI)

Investment in a Subsidiary and Associates

(30% shares owned)

Share in total comprehensive income of associates - net
Dividends received

Accumulated equity in net earnings

This account consists of the following investments in unquoted common shares:

(44% shares owned in 2020 and 2019)
Associates:

CARD Leasing and Finance Corporation (CLFC)
(30% shares owned)

MicroVentures Inc. (MVI) 

In 2020, the Foundation paid MLNI for its subscription payable that amounted to P182,950.

CLFC was incorporated to extend credit facilities to consumer and industrial, commercial or agricultural
enterprises by direct lending, or by discounting or factoring commercial papers or account receivables or
by buying and selling contracts without quasi-banking activities. Its principal place of business is located in
M.L. Quezon Street, City Subdivision, San Pablo City, Laguna.

CLFC

In 2020 and 2019, dividends received from CLFC amounted to P7,499,975 and P14,699,951,
respectively.

As of December 31, 2020, the Foundation lost its control over MLNI and has no: a) power over more than
half of the voting rights by virtue of an agreement with other investors; b) power to govern the financial
and operating policies of the entity under a statute or an agreement; c) power to appoint or remove the
majority of the members of the board of directors or equivalent governing body and control of the entity is
by that board or body; or d) power to cast the majority of votes at meetings of the board of directors or
equivalent governing body and control of the entity is by that board or body. 

Mga Likha Ni Inay, Inc. (MLNI)
(44% shares owned in 2020 and 2019)
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11.

 2020  2019 
P           530,768 P          500,974 

          206,410          194,823 
P           737,178 P          695,797 

Administrative expenses (Note 15)

The cost of fully-depreciated property and equipment still in use amounted to P1,922,228 and P1,273,383
as of December 31, 2020 and 2019, respectively.

MVI is responsible for creating a network among micro to small businesses, medium and large
enterprises, and other supporting institutions. MVI aims to provide sustainable livelihood at the grassroots
level, particularly focusing on introducing new businesses and supply chain strategies aimed at providing
access to health services, and other basic commodities. Its principal place of business is located in 39-A
N. Reyes Street, Varsity Hills, Quezon City, 1100 Metro Manila.

MVI

The details of property and equipment as of December 31, 2019 are as follows:

Property and Equipment - Net

The details of this account as of December 31, 2020 are as follows:

As of December 31, 2020 and 2019, investment in MVI has been fully impaired.

Depreciation on property and equipment is included in the following expenses:

Project related expenses (Note 15)

Total
Cost:

Balance at beginning of year P 3,800,000    P 517,000       P 62,500         P 2,575,278    P 6,954,778    
Additions -               202,004       -               95,500         297,504       
Disposals -               -               -               -               -               
Balance at end of year 3,800,000    719,004       62,500         2,670,778    7,252,282    

Accumulated Depreciation
Balance at beginning of year 520,466       201,055       62,499         2,105,412    2,889,432    
Depreciation 253,900       189,167       -               294,111       737,178       
Disposals -               -               -               -               -               
Balance at end of year 774,366       390,222       62,499         2,399,523    3,626,610    

Net Carrying Value P 3,025,634    P 328,782       P 1                  P 271,255       P 3,625,672    

Office Furniture, 
Fixtures and 
EquipmentBuilding 

Building 
Improvements

Transportation 
Equipment

Total
Cost:

Balance at beginning of year P 3,800,000    P 517,000       P 945,500       P 2,360,229    P 7,622,729    
Additions -               -               -               295,613       295,613       
Disposals -               -               (883,000)      (80,564)        (963,565)      
Balance at end of year 3,800,000    517,000       62,500         2,575,278    6,954,778    

Accumulated Depreciation
Balance at beginning of year 266,566       28,722         945,499       1,916,412    3,157,198    
Depreciation 253,899       172,333       -               269,564       695,798       
Disposals -               -               (883,000)      (80,564)        (963,564)      
Balance at end of year 520,466       201,055       62,499         2,105,412    2,889,432    

Net Carrying Value P 3,279,535    P 315,945       P 1                  P 469,864       P 4,065,346    

Office Furniture, 
Fixtures and 
EquipmentBuilding 

Building 
Improvements

Transportation 
Equipment
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12.

 2020  2019 
P        2,435,659 P       2,435,659 

          274,041          787,040 
            63,665          659,454 
            39,667            51,515 

P        2,813,032 P       3,933,668 

13.

2020 2019
Discount rate 3.81% 5.54%
Salary increase rate 3.00% 5.00%

Statutory payables include withholding taxes, SSS, HDMF, and PhilHealth contributions payable.

Retirement Benefits

The Foundation, CARD Bank Inc., CARD MRI Development Institute, Inc., CARD Mutual Benefit
Association, Inc., CARD SME Bank, Inc., CAMIA, CMIT, CARD Employees Multi-Purpose Cooperative,
Responsible Investments for Solidarity and Empowerment Financing Co., BotiCARD Inc., CLFC, MLNI,
CARD MRI Property Management, Inc., CMPH, CMHT, CARD MRI Rizal Bank, Inc. and CARD, Inc.,
maintain a funded and formal noncontributory defined benefit retirement plan - the CARD MRI Multi-
Employer Retirement Plan (MERP) - covering all of their regular employees and CARD Group Employees’
Retirement Plan (Hybrid Plan) applicable to employees hired on or after July 1, 2016. MERP is valued
using the projected unit cost method and is financed solely by the Group and its related parties.

MERP comply with the requirements of Republic Act No. 7641 (Retirement Law). MERP provides lump
sum benefits equivalent to up to 120% of final salary for every year of credited service, a fraction of at
least six (6) months being considered as one whole year, upon retirement, death, total and permanent
disability, or voluntary separation after completion of at least one year of service with the participating
companies.

The principal assumptions used in determining pension for the defined benefit plans of the Foundation as
of December 31, 2020 and 2019 are shown below:

Statutory payables

Subscription payable represents the liability for subscription to shares of stocks of BotiCARD, Inc.

This account consists of:

Accrued expenses
Subscription payable (Note 19)

The latest actuarial valuation report covers reporting period as of December 31, 2020 and 2019.

In addition to the Foundation's defined benefit retirement plan, the Foundation also operates defined
contribution plan referred to as "Hybrid Plan" which provides a retirement benefit equal to 100% of the
member's employer accumulated value (the Foundation's contributions of 8% plan salary to Fund A plus
credited earnings) and 100% of the member's employee accumulated value (member's own contributions
up to 10% of plan salary to Fund B plus credited earnings), if any, provided that in no case shall 100% of
the employee accumulated value in Fund A be less than 100% of plan salary for every year of credited
service.

Accrued expenses include vacation leave credits, bonuses, professional fees, program monitoring and
evaluation, and other expenses.

Accounts payable (Note 19)

Accounts Payable and Accrued Expenses
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2020 2019
Fair value of plan assets P (5,667,911)      P (5,331,471)     
Present value of defined benefit obligation 1,805,222       2,654,850      
Effect of asset ceiling 1,385,724       765,164         
Net defined benefit asset P (2,476,965)      P (1,911,457)     

2020 2019
Current service cost P 187,401          P 96,122           
Interest - net (112,476)         (123,857)        
Remeasurement gain on retirement plan (640,433)         (275,179)        

P (565,508)         P (302,914)        

2020 2019
Balance at the beginning of the year P 1,911,457       P 1,608,543      
Retirement income (expense) (74,925)           27,735           
Remeasurement gain on retirement plan 640,433          275,179         
Contributions paid -                  -                 
Balance at the end of the year P 2,476,965       P 1,911,457      

2020 2019
Balance at the beginning of the year P 2,654,850       P 1,048,009      
Current service cost 187,401          96,122           
Interest cost 147,079          80,697           
Transfer from plan assets 237,615          -                 
Actuarial changes arising from changes in:

demographic assumptions (4,593)             43,072           
financial assumptions (60,338)           582,378         
experience (1,356,792)      804,572         

Balance at the end of the year P 1,805,222       P 2,654,850      

2020 2019
Balance at the beginning of the year P 5,331,471       P 5,231,393      
Interest 301,945          402,817         
Transfer from plan assets 237,615          -                 
Contributions -                  -                 
Return on plan assets, net of interest (203,120)         (302,739)        
Balance at the end of the year P 5,667,911       P 5,331,471      

The retirement benefit expense recognized in Profit or Loss (P&L) follows:

The movements in the present value of pension obligation follows:

The movements in the net retirement asset follows:

The amounts recognized in the statement of assets, liabilities and fund balance follows:

The movements in the fair value of plan assets follows:
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2020 2019
Return on plan assets, net of interest P 203,120          P 302,739         
Actuarial changes arising from changes in:

demographic assumptions (4,593)             43,072           
financial assumptions (60,338)           582,378         
experience (1,356,792)      804,572         

Effect of asset ceiling 578,170          (2,007,940)     
Total P (640,433)         P (275,179)        

2020 2019
Cash and cash equivalents 46.28% 81.48%
Quoted debt instruments 42.58% 3.59%
Loans receivables 0.00% 11.56%
Mutual funds 0.49% 0.57%
Other assets 10.65% 2.80%

100.00% 100.00%

The plan assets have diverse investments and do not have any concentration risk other than those in
government securities which are of low risk.

The overall investment policy and strategy of the Foundation’s defined benefit plans is guided by the
objective of achieving an investment return which, together with contributions, ensures that there will be
sufficient assets to pay pension benefits as they fall due while also mitigating the various risk of the plans.

The sensitivity analysis below has been determined based on reasonably possible changes of each
significant assumption on the defined benefit obligation as at the end of the reporting period, assuming all
other assumptions were held constant:

The changes in remeasurement (gain) loss on retirement plan follows:

The maximum economic benefit of plan assets available is a combination of expected refunds from the
plan and reduction in future contributions. The fair value of plan assets by each class as at the end of the
reporting period are as follows:

All plan assets do not have quoted prices in an active market except for government securities. Cash and
cash equivalents are deposited in reputable financial institutions and related parties and are deemed to be
standard grade. Mutual fund, loans and other assets are unrated.

The average duration of the defined benefit obligation at the end of each reporting period is 11.7 years
and 12.1 years in 2020 and 2019, respectively.

Discount rate P 228,964           P (193,959)          P 348,078           P (294,856)          
Future salary increase 228,510           (197,124)          346,437           (298,872)          

2020 2019
Increase Decrease Increase Decrease
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 2020  2019 
P           111,017 P          111,017 

          478,440          673,809 
          724,937       1,185,274 

P        1,314,394 P       1,970,100 

14.

 2020  2019 
P                     -   P       5,000,000 

       1,379,870          947,764 
P        1,379,870 P       5,947,764 

15.

 2020  2019 
Compensation and employee benefits P 2,296,097       P 2,995,015      
Transportation and travel 2,213,137       1,333,884      
Bad debts expense 720,000          -                 
Rental 655,518          614,525         
Supplies and materials 560,370          486,238         
Depreciation 530,768          500,974         
Outsourced services 551,791          2,229,544      
Miscellaneous 442,131          1,166,707      
Information technology 272,596          140,331         
Training and development 210,326          63,441           
Insurance 188,276          32,833           
Utilities 174,415          198,456         
Seminars and meetings 133,570          610,976         
Program monitoring and evaluation 121,581          332,582         
Communication 66,834            39,709           
Research and documentation 63,259            6,480             
Management and professional fees 43,197            368,859         
Janitorial, messengerial and security 41,178            8,375             
Repairs and maintenance 34,258            282,660         

P 9,319,302       P 11,411,589    

Revenues

Details of revenues are as follows:

Expenses

Details of program related expenses are as follows:

Miscellaneous includes renewal of business permits and licenses, advertising and publicity, product
development and packaging, and supervision and examination.

Less than 1 year

Dividend income

More than 1 year to 5 years

Program sponsorships (Note 19)

a. Program Related Expenses

More than 5 years to 10 years

Shown below is the 10-year maturity analysis of the undiscounted benefit payments of the Foundation:
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 2020  2019 
Compensation and employee benefits P 892,926          P 1,164,728      
Transportation and travel 860,664          518,733         
Bad debts expense 280,000          -                 
Rental 254,923          238,982         
Supplies and materials 217,921          189,092         
Depreciation 206,410          194,823         
Outsourced services 214,585          867,045         
Miscellaneous 171,939          453,720         
Information technology 106,009          54,573           
Training and development 81,793            24,672           
Insurance 73,218            12,768           
Utilities 67,828            77,177           
Seminars and meetings 51,944            237,602         
Program monitoring and evaluation 47,282            129,338         
Communication 25,991            15,442           
Research and documentation 24,601            2,520             
Management and professional fees 16,799            143,445         
Janitorial, messengerial and security 16,014            3,257             
Repairs and maintenance 13,323            109,923         

P        3,624,170 P       4,437,840 

16.

 2020  2019 
Remeasurement gain on retirement plan P 640,433          P 275,179         
Interest income from cash in bank and

short term investments 339,265          352,222         
OthersOthers 2,656              244,960         
Retirement income (expense) (74,925)           27,735           

P 907,429          P          900,096 

Miscellaneous includes renewal of business permits and licenses, advertising and publicity, product
development and packaging, and supervision and examination.

b. Operating Expenses

Details of this account are as follows:

Details of operating expenses are as follows:

Other Income (Charges) - Net
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17.

 2020  2019 

P           101,053 P            82,534 
              6,316          107,368 

P           107,368 P          189,902 

18.

 2020  2019 

P             63,104 P            70,444 
P             63,104 P            70,444 

 2020  2019 
P       (5,051,203) P       6,802,675 

            74,925           (27,735)
         (640,433)         (275,179)
         (339,265)         (352,222)
            19,935                    -   
       1,000,000                    -   
      (6,984,840)    (21,752,008)

P     (11,920,881) P    (15,604,469)

Bad debts expense
Penalties and surcharges

Lease

Accounting income (loss)

Taxable loss

Add/Less: Reconciling items
Retirement income (expense)

Interest income subject to final tax

Non-taxable income

Later than one year and not later than five years

The total rent expenses recognized in 2020 and 2019 amounted to P910,441 and P853,507, respectively.

Remeasurement gain on retirement plan

As stated in Note 1, the Foundation is exempt from the payment of income tax on revenue received by it
as such organization. However, the Foundation's income of whatever kind and character from any of its
properties, real or personal, or any activity conducted for profit, regardless of disposition, shall be subject
to income tax.

The provision for income tax in 2020 and 2019 consists of:

Current:
Final tax on interest income from bank deposits

Not later than one year

The Foundation leases office premises, as well as staff houses of its employees. The lease contracts are
from one to two years, and are renewable upon mutual agreement between the Foundation and the
lessors.

As a Lessee

Operating leases:

Total

Income Tax

The future aggregate minimum lease payments under operating leases are as follows:

Reconciliation of accounting income (loss) against taxable income (loss) follows:
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Subsequent Event

▪

▪

▪
▪

19.

The compensation of key management personnel amounted in 2020 and 2019 to P1,163,199 and
P1,174,585, respectively.

Related Party Transactions

Related party transactions pertain to transfers of resources, services or obligations between related
parties, regardless of whether a price is charged. Related party transactions are recorded upon actual
transfer of resources, services or obligations. Related party transactions are reported under ‘Receivables’
or ‘Accounts payable and accrued expenses’ accounts in the statement of assets, liabilities and fund
balance, as appropriate.

Key management personnel are those persons having authority and responsibility for planning, directing
and controlling the activities of the Foundation, directly or indirectly. The Foundation considers the
members of the BOT and senior management to constitute key management personnel.

Remunerations of Trustees and Other Key Management Personnel

Other Related Party Transactions

Transactions between the Group and its affiliates within the CARD MRI also qualify as related party
transactions.

Related parties include trustees, members, officers, employees and entities (affiliates) where trustees,
members and officers hold key management positions. Transactions with these related parties include
normal banking transactions, interest and non-interest bearing advances or loans, accounts receivable
and accounts payable. These transactions are made substantially on the same terms as other individuals
and business of comparable risks and are generally settled in cash.

Transactions with Retirement Plans

Certain post-employment benefit plans are considered as related parties. Part of the plan assets are
invested in time deposits and special savings accounts with the affiliated banks (Note 13).

Effective July 1, 2020, the corporate income tax rate is reduced from 30% to 20% for domestic
corporations with net taxable income not exceeding P5,000,000 and with total assets not exceeding
P100,000,000, excluding land on which the particular business entity’s office, plant, and equipment are
situated during the taxable year for which the tax is imposed at 20%. All other domestic corporations
and resident foreign corporations will be subject to 25% income tax;

On March 26, 2021, the Republic Act (RA) 11534, known as “The Corporate Recovery or Tax incentives
for Enterprises Act” (Create Act), was passed into law. The salient provisions of the Create Act applicable
to the Foundation are as follow:

The imposition of improperly accumulated earnings is repealed.
Percentage tax reduced from 3% to 1% effective July 1, 2020, to June 30, 2023; and

Minimum corporate income tax (MCIT) rate reduced from 2% to 1% effective July 1, 2020, to June 20,
2023;

The Foundation assessed the effect of the changes mentioned above and there is no material effect on its
statement of assets, liabilities, and fund balance and statement of revenues and expenses.
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Related party transactions of the Foundation by category of related party are presented below:

Category  Amount / 
Volume  

 Outstanding 
Balance Nature, Terms and Conditions

Affiliates
Cash in bank P        3,876,601 

Deposits P 14,229,219     
Withdrawals 14,525,419     

Due from affiliates                     -   
Billings 762,726          
Collections 767,826          

Accounts payable               2,119 
Billings 5,188,737       
Payments 5,200,010       

Associates
Due from associates        4,498,638 

Billings 8,090,608       
Collections 8,854,324       

Accounts payable               4,710 
Billings 335,161          
Payments 750,296          

This pertains to the shared expenses shouldered by 
the Group (unimpaired, due and demandable)

This pertains to the unpaid shared expenses 
shouldered by the affiliates.

2020

This pertains to a program sponsorships from an 
affiliate.

This pertains to checking and savings account with 
annual interest rate ranging from 0.5% to 1.8%.

This pertains to shared expenses on utilities and 
expenses during seminars and meeting

Category  Amount / 
Volume  

 Outstanding 
Balance Nature, Terms and Conditions

Subsidiary
Due from subsidiary P        5,262,353 

Billings P 3,717,724       
Collections 2,062,954       

Due to subsidiary 417,799          
Billings 488,197          
Payments 1,018,459       

Affiliates
Cash in bank        4,172,802 

Deposits 14,804,605     
Withdrawals 15,125,904     

Due from affiliates               5,100 
Billings 341,606          
Collections 339,242          

Accounts payable             13,392 
Billings 411,717          
Payments 400,990          

Subscription payable        2,435,659 
Subscription 299,990          
Payments 299,990          

Dividends 947,764          This pertains to cash dividends declared by CAMIA, 
BotiCARD and CMIT.Program sponsorships 

(Note 14)
5,000,000       This pertains to the amount received from CARD, Inc. 

to support the Foundation’s programs.  
Rent expense 134,400          This pertains to the Parent Company’s lease on its 

branches and staff houses.
Associates
Due from associates                     -   

Billings 4,806,835       
Collections 4,806,835       

Accounts payable               2,046 
Billings 1,127,201       
Payments 1,125,155       

Dividends 14,699,951     This pertains to cash dividends declared by CLFC.

Rent expense 530,002          This pertains to the Parent Company’s lease on 
CLFC's vehicle and equipment.

This pertains to the shared expenses shouldered by 
the Group (unimpaired, due and demandable)

This pertains to the unpaid shared expenses 
shouldered by the affiliates.

This pertains to shared expenses on utilities and 
expenses during seminars and meeting

This pertains to unpaid subscribed shares from 
BotiCARD

This pertains to a program sponsorships from an 
affiliate.

This pertains to checking and savings account with 
annual interest rate ranging from 0.5% to 1.8%.

2019

This pertains to the shared expenses shouldered by 
the Parent Company (unimpaired, due and 
demandable)
This pertains to the unremitted collection made on 
behalf of MLNI (due and demandable). 
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20.

21.

22.

a. 

 2020 
Tax on compensation and benefits P            47,116 
Expanded withholding taxes            75,519 

P          122,635 

b.

 2020 
Business permits and licenses P          112,407 
Certification fees for the organic farm              7,300 
Others              1,470 

P          121,177 

Revenue Regulation (RR) No. 15-2010

The following are the other taxes paid by the Foundation during the year recognized under 'Taxes and
licenses' account:

Approval for the Release of Financial Statements

The accompanying financial statements were reviewed and approved for release by the Board of Trustees
on March 25, 2021.

Withholding taxes

Other taxes paid

Supplementary Information Required by the Bureau of Internal Revenue

On November 25, 2010, the Bureau of Internal Revenue (BIR) issued Revenue Regulations (RR) No. 15-
2010 which prescribes additional procedural and/or documentary requirements in connection with the
preparation and submission of financial statements accompanying the tax returns. Under the said RR,
companies are required to disclose, in addition to the disclosures mandated under PFRS for SMEs and
such other standards and/or conventions, taxes, duties, and license fees paid or accrued during the
taxable year. Following is the required information under RR No. 15-2010 for the year ended December
31, 2020:

Prior period adjustments and Reclassification

In 2019, the following accounts in the prior period financial statements were reclassified to present the
transactions according to their nature and, thus, conform to the 2019 period's presentation.

Revenues:
Other income P         597,182 P       (597,182) P -               

Program expenses:
Actuarial loss (gain) 300,097 (300,097)      -               

Other income (charges) - net
Actuarial gain (loss) on retirement plan -               (300,097)      (300,097)      

-               352,222       352,222       
Others -               244,960       244,960       

Interest income from cash in bank and short term 
investments

2019
Accounts Affected Before  Reclassification  After 
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